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Qt 4.5 Beta Released & Available for Download
Qt Software has released a beta of Qt 4.5 – the upcoming
version of its cross-platform application framework for
desktop and embedded development. Preview packages
are now available to commercial and open source users
for download, testing and feedback.
The upcoming Qt 4.5 release emphasizes performance and
stability over pure feature improvements. Nonetheless, a number of new features have been included to keep things interesting. Here are just a few of them.

Qt Creator is a no-frills, cross-platform, integrated
development environment (IDE) for developing Qt
projects. It is available for the Linux, Mac OS X, and
Windows platforms. A sneak preview of Qt Creator was
revealed during Qt Software’s Developer Days 2008; a
Technology Preview was released on 30 October 2008.
Free of Clutter

Designed with the words “speed” and “efficiency” in mind, Qt
Creator contains many helpful features, such as a smart code
editor, a powerful file and code navigator, a GUI frontend for
the GNU Debugger (gdb), as well as Qt Designer and Qt Help
integrations. This article highlights these features and sheds
some light on how Qt Creator works.

QtWebKit Improvements

The QtWebKit module has been updated to reflect the latest
development in the WebKit community. Some of the new features available for Qt 4.5 are support for Flash plugins, HTML
5 media element (to embed audio and video), CSS transformations for animation, full-page zoom, and visual HTML editing.
Web standards support has been improved as well, to achieve
a 100% score in the ACID3 tests. In addition, SquirrelFish, a
fast JavaScript engine, has been added to help boost the performance of rich-Internet applications.
Qt Designer Improvements

A lot of work has gone into improving Qt Designer’s usability.
Among these improvements are:
• Icon Mode for the widget box which substantially reduces
scrolling.
• Morphing Widgets which lets you morph similar widget
types, e.g., a QWidget to a QFrame, via the context menu’s
Morph into entry.
• Filters for the Property Editor that lets you find properties
or widgets quickly.

If you look closely at Qt Creator’s user interface, you will notice
that it lets you use most of your screen’s real estate for your
work, and stays out of the way as much as possible. Should
you require more space you can always remove the Projects
sidebar.
Locator

When developing applications, it is tricky to keep track of your
files and navigate your source code at the same time. Qt Creator’s Locator feature lets you launch files that you need using
a few keystrokes.

• Find option for the Object Inspector that performs an
incremental search on the form’s widgets.
In addition, Qt Designer now features an Embedded Design
tab that can be found in the Preferences dialog. Within this
tab, you can define embedded device profiles. These profiles
contain screen settings; e.g., display resolution, default font
and default style. Qt Designer will use these settings when you
edit forms.
Learn More

More information about the Qt 4.5 Beta and packages for
different platforms can be obtained from the preview site:
http://www.trolltech.com/developer/preview-qt-4.5

You can also navigate your source files to locate a particular
class, method, line of code, and look up documentation for Qt
classes, as Locator knows about all the symbols in your opened
files. Simply type Ctrl+K followed by one of the prefixes below
to begin.
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Qt Creator’s Locator Prefixes

Qt Creator provides a set of prefixes to aid navigation:
• l, Space, line number:
Go to a line in the current document.
• :, Space, symbol name:
Go to a symbol definition.

Qt Designer Integration

The Qt Designer Integration module is also provided with Qt
Creator. So you can design a form, write the necessary code,
build and run your application within one single program.

• o, Space, document name:
Go to an open document.
• ?, Space, topic:
Go to a help topic.
• f, Space, file name:
Go to a file in the file system.
• a, Space, file name:
Go to a file in any project currently loaded.

Syntax Highlighting and Code Completion

Qt Help Integration

Qt Creator’s smart code editor includes syntax highlighting for
code keywords,preprocessor directives,and other context-sensitive information.
If you work with many source files and projects concurrently,
you will appreciate the code completion feature of Qt Creator. It
not only completes classes and functions with parameter types
but also completes signals and slots. The screenshot below
further illustrates this feature.

Qt Creator is packaged with the Qt Help Integration plugin.
To look up information in Qt’s reference documentation and in
Qt Creator’s manual, simply switch to Help mode. For context
sensitive help, move your text cursor to a Qt class or function
and press F1. The image below shows the tooltip that appears
when you hover over functions or classes.

Context sensitive help is displayed in a panel on the right so you
can view it side-by-side with your source code.

When you write code, Qt Creator collects all the symbols for
your code in a structured database of symbols. Qt Creator then
scans the symbols in this database for those most relevant to
your incomplete input in order to present a selection of those
that are syntactically correct. All this is done in real time, while
you edit your code.
Gdb Frontend

Qt Creator does not have its own debugger. Instead, it provides
a graphical frontend for the popular GNU Debugger (gdb). This
frontend allows you to step through lines and instructions in a
program, interrupt running programs, set breakpoints, examine
the contents of the call stack, local and global variables, and
so on.
Since Qt Creator is designed to simplify the process of debugging Qt applications, it actually provides an additional feature: displaying the real objects of Qt classes and QTL containers.

Project Files and the Qt 4 Project Wizard

Qt Creator uses qmake’s .pro file format for its project files.
This avoids the introduction of yet another project file format
and simplifies the process of importing existing Qt projects.
Just load your .pro file and you are ready to go.
Creating a project with Qt Creator is simplified with the
Project Generating Wizard. This provides the developer with
three options: Qt 4 Console Application, Qt 4 GUI Application,
and C++ Library. If you select a Qt 4 GUI Application, a header
file, source file, .ui file, main.cpp file and a .pro file will be generated for you. The header file and source file come with the necessary boilerplate code; the .pro file is also complete.
A step-by-step tutorial about using the wizard is available in
Qt Creator’s documentation.
Press “Esc” to Escape

The Esc key has a special function in Qt Creator: In Edit mode,
the first time you press Esc, the editor will be given focus, without
closing any secondary windows; e.g., the Help pane, Compile
Output pane or Find toolbar. If you press Esc for the second
time, all your secondary windows will be closed. In Debug and
Help mode, the Esc key switches to Edit mode.
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Peeking Under the Hood

The key to intelligent code completion and syntax highlighting lies in the project manager. The code completer needs
to resolve #include, #ifdef, and other directives. If Qt Creator cannot find foo.h, it is not possible to get code completion for #include <foo.h>. So, the completion engine requires
a well configured project with all paths declared in a qmake
INCLUDEPATH variable.
When the project is loaded, the project manager collects
the files, the include paths, and the user’s DEFINES. After that,
a process similar to compiling is carried out, where a code
model is created for each file in the project and held in a list.
Qt Creator keeps this list model updated in real time. This
completion engine is also used by the syntax highlighting
feature.
Latest Release and Future Improvements

Currently, there are plans to make Qt Creator more robust for
developing C++ code, as well as provide features for code generation and refactoring. In the long run, Qt Creator will contain
necessary functionality for embedded and mobile software development, such as remote or cross-compilation, debugging,
and emulation tools.
A beta release has just been released – see the box below for details. For developers who like to live on the bleeding edge, Qt Creator’s nightly snapshots can be obtained from
ftp://ftp.trolltech.com/qtcreator/snapshots.
Kavindra Palaraja is a Technical Writer at Qt
Software by day, a shopaholic by night. She
hails from Malaysia and has a secret love for
writing gossip but got veered away into writing documentation instead. When she is not
writing, you can find her in Oslo’s shopping spots or in a cafe
reading fashion and photography magazines.
GPL Source Code Available with Qt Creator Beta
A beta release of Qt Creator is now available. To coincide
with this, the source code is available under the GNU General Public License from a publicly accessible repository.
General information about Qt Creator can be found at
http://trolltech.com/developer/qt-creator
A mailing list has been set up for the project at
http://lists.trolltech.com/pipermail/qt-creator/
We look forward to receiving your feedback!
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Using QtHelp to Lend a Helping Hand
Just as libraries like Qt are not complete without reference
guides and API documentation, end user applications
need to be distributed with manuals and online help. In
their quest to assist with all aspects of the development
experience, the developers of Qt’s tools have provided a
solution that you can use to keep your users informed.
Qt 4.4 introduced so many new features for a minor release
that one of them may have escaped many people’s notice. The
QtHelp module replaces the QtAssistant module of previous
versions by providing a mechanism to integrate the Qt Assistant application into applications, but it provides so much more
than this.
In this article, we aim to cover some of the new features of the
QtHelp module by providing online help for a simple application
that happens to feature a scripting interface. As a result, we
need to create some API documentation in addition to a user
manual, so we will begin by looking at this problem.
Getting Started with API Documentation

The example we use in this article is a simple image processing
application that exposes a single class, ImageWrapper, to Qt
Script so that users can write small scripts to process images.
All the source and header files for the example can be found in
the imageprocessor directory.
Although the class isn’t provided in a library, we can document it in just the same way that we document a library like Qt.
For simplicity, we only document this class, inserting basic documentation in C-style comments like the following:
/**
Scales the image by the horizontal and vertical
factors specified by \a xScale and \a yScale
respectively.
If \a publish is true, the imageChanged() signal will
be emitted to notify other components that the image
has been changed.
*/
void ImageWrapper::scale(qreal xScale, qreal yScale,
bool publish)
{
image = image.scaled(int(xScale*image.width()),
int(yScale*image.height()));
if (publish)
emit imageChanged(image);
}
To convert this to a form that users can read, we use Doxygen,
an open source tool much like the tool used to generate Qt’s
HTML documentation, but first we must configure it so that
it knows which classes to document. Fortunately, Doxygen is
supplied with a tool called doxywizard that guides us through
the process.
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We click the Wizard… button to begin the process of entering
the name of our project, the location of our source files and the
output directory for the generated HTML documentation – we
choose to place the output within the doc directory. The tabs
contain options that we can tweak to customize the output, but
we prefer to switch off many of the extra features.
The tool lets us save the configuration – we specify a file
called Doxyfile in the example’s doc directory – and allows us to
select a working directory before running Doxygen itself. Some
developers may prefer to run Doxygen at the command line
from within the doc directory in the following way:
doxygen Doxyfile
In our case, Doxygen creates an html directory within the doc
directory and places the documentation in there. Users can
read this with a regular Web browser, but we also want to make
this available from within the application itself, and this means
that we first need to make it available to Qt Assistant.
HTML Files and Help Projects

In versions of Qt earlier than Qt 4.4, Qt Assistant worked with
collections of HTML files and index files, like qt.dcf which
described the contents of the Qt Reference Documentation. In
Qt 4.4 and later, Qt Assistant uses a different file format for its
help files, based on SQLite database files.
The toolchain used to build Qt’s documentation performs
conversions between lots of different files with almost identical
suffixes. The table below describes what each of them are
used for.
Source

Binary

Description

.qhp

.qch

.qhcp

.qhc

Contains a table of contents, an index of items
in the documentation, and a file manifest.
Contains information that is used to customize
the appearance and available features of Qt Assistant.

To create documentation to be shown in Qt Assistant, we would
write a Qt Help Project file (an XML file with a .qhp suffix) and
“compile” it to a binary Qt Compressed Help file (with a .qch suffix) by using the qhelpgenerator tool. Doxygen is able to generate .qhp files, but it can also generate .qch files automatically,
allowing us to create files that we can use directly with Qt Assistant.
We use the latest version of Doxygen from the project’s
Subversion repository to create HTML files:
https://doxygen.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/doxygen/trunk
You will need to check this out into a new directory, configure
it, and build it. We could use a package for Doxygen 1.5.7.1, but
the latest sources contain several useful improvements.
For our documentation set, we need to change the Doxyfile
configuration file and run Doxygen again. We locate the lines
containing GENERATE_QHP, QCH_FILE and other related definitions,
and we modify them to look like the following:
GENERATE_QHP
= yes
QHP_NAMESPACE
= "com.trolltech.qq.imageprocessor"
QHP_VIRTUAL_FOLDER = "imageprocessor-0.1"
QCH_FILE = "../../imageprocessor/help/imageprocessor.qch"
QHG_LOCATION
= "qhelpgenerator"
Now, we run Doxygen as described above to produce a .qch file.
The doc directory contains an html subdirectory as before, but
an imageprocessor.qch file has been created within the imageprocessor/help directory – the QCH_FILE declaration contains a path
relative to the output directory.
The imageprocessor.qch file must be registered with Qt Assistant before its documentation set can be viewed. You can either

open Assistant’s Edit|Preferences… dialog and add the file to
the list of documentation sets or, in the imageprocessor directory,
simply type the following at the command line:
assistant -register help/imageprocessor.qch
Since the HTML files, indexes and table of contents are all
contained in this one file, you can install it where you like.
Although we don’t define them in our example, Doxygen
can also be configured to create custom filters for the documentation, as described in the QtHelp module documentation.
The definitions for this feature use the following configuration
variables:
QHP_CUST_FILTER_NAME
QHP_CUST_FILTER_ATTRS
QHP_SECT_FILTER_ATTRS
The Doxyfile included with the example code for this article
should produce everything that we need for our application.
Profiles and Streamlining Documentation

One way to provide access to our documentation is to open Qt
Assistant from within our application and control it using its remote control feature. This is covered by the Simple Text Viewer Example that is distributed with Qt. You can get a feel for
the possibilities of this approach by registering the imageprocessor.qch file with Assistant, as described above, and invoking it
with the -enableRemoteControl option:
assistant -enableRemoteControl
hide contents;
hide index;
hide bookmarks;
hide search;
setSource
qthelp://com.trolltech.qq.imageprocessor/imageprocessor-0.1/index.html;
We can customize the user interface and available documentation sets by using a Qt Help Collection (.qhc) file. This is the
preferred way to use Qt Assistant as a help viewer for an application because it ensures that only the relevant help is shown.
Once again, we refer the reader to the Simple Text Viewer Example for information on using .qhc files with Assistant.
For deeper integration, we turn to the classes in the QtHelp
module itself, and here we need to create a .qhc file before we
can proceed. To do this, we write a Qt Help Collection Project
(.qhcp) file which will be compiled to give us a help collection.
The imageprocessor.qhcp file looks like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<QHelpCollectionProject version="1.0">
<assistant>
<startPage>qthelp://com.trolltech.qq.imageprocessor/
imageprocessor-0.1/classImageWrapper.html</startPage>
</assistant>
<docFiles>
<register>
<file>../imageprocessor/help/imageprocessor.qch</file>
</register>
</docFiles>
</QHelpCollectionProject>
Many additional settings can be added to customize the collection for use with Qt Assistant, but these are not relevant if it is
going to be used directly in our application. A compiled collection file can be created with the qcollectiongenerator tool, supplied with Qt:
qcollectiongenerator doc/imageprocessor.qhcp \
-o doc/imageprocessor.qhc
You can test the collection by running Qt Assistant with the
-collectionFile option:
assistant -collectionFile doc/imageprocessor.qhc

This should show whether or not the collection is correct.
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Integrating Documentation into the Application

We would like to be able to give users access to documentation
from within the user interface of our application. To do this, we
first need to set up the help system and load the imageprocessor.qhc help collection file. We also need to display the HTML in
a browser – for convenience, we simply subclass QTextBrowser
and extend it with functionality to access the help collection.
Let’s take a look at the code to set up the help engine and lay
out the user interface, which we execute in the constructor of
our application’s main window:
QHelpEngine *helpEngine = new QHelpEngine(DOCS_PATH,
this);
helpEngine->setupData();

The DOCS_PATH macro is something that we define in the build
system for the application – it contains the installed location of
the imageprocessor.qhc file. The help engine loads this file, and
we ensure it is set up before use.
The rest of this code creates a dock widget that contains
a table of contents, provided as a QHelpContentWidget by the
help engine, and a custom text browser widget which is “help
system aware”.
helpWindow = new QDockWidget(tr("Help"), this);
QSplitter *helpPanel = new QSplitter(Qt::Horizontal);
HelpBrowser *helpBrowser = new HelpBrowser(helpEngine);
helpPanel->insertWidget(0, helpEngine->contentWidget());
helpPanel->insertWidget(1, helpBrowser);
helpPanel->setStretchFactor(1, 1);
helpWindow->setWidget(helpPanel);
addDockWidget(Qt::BottomDockWidgetArea, helpWindow);
...
connect(helpEngine->contentWidget(),
SIGNAL(linkActivated(const QUrl &)),
helpBrowser, SLOT(setSource(const QUrl &)));
We connect these two widgets via the linkActivated() signal
so that the user can view topics by double clicking them in the
table of contents.
The help browser is simply a subclass of QTextBrowser that
can handle the qthelp:// URLs used by the help engine.The relevant part of its implementation is the loadResource() function,
which uses the QHelpEngine instance passed on construction to
retrieve data for the browser.
QVariant HelpBrowser::loadResource(int type,
const QUrl &url)
{
if (url.scheme() == "qthelp")
return QVariant(helpEngine->fileData(url));
else
return QTextBrowser::loadResource(type, url);
}
For all other URLs, it simply uses the default implementation
provided by QTextBrowser.
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In the example code accompanying this article, we have put
together a simple build system that generates the documentation using Doxygen and creates a help collection with Qt’s qcollectiongenerator tool.
The imageprocessor.qch and imageprocessor.qhc files produced by this process are “installed” within the source directory
for the example application, and it is this location that is passed
as the DOCS_PATH macro to the compiler when building the application.
Adding User Guides and Online Help

Although Doxygen is primarily used for API documentation, it
can also be used to create manual pages that can be included
in the help collection along with the scripting documentation.
Alternatively, we could use a different set of tools to generate
HTML documentation and create a separate help collection;
QHelpEngine is designed to handle multiple collections, so we
would just need a way to present both tables of contents together.
The help engine provides mechanisms to allow individual
pages of documentation to be referenced by their qthelp://
URLs, but it also exposes a search engine, powered by the
CLucene indexing library, which can itself be made available to
users via the QHelpSearchQueryWidget and QHelpSearchResultWidget classes. Developers typically obtain these widgets via the
default QHelpSearchEngine instance provided by the help engine
and insert them into the user interface in the same way we used
with the QHelpContentWidget instance.
Having the underlying models for the table of contents and
documentation index can also be useful for applications that
need to expose documents for specific features via certain user
interface elements, such as menu items and toolbar buttons.
The application can respond to these when they are activated
or pressed and retrieve the data directly from the help engine.
More specialized uses of the help system could involve using
help collections to store text for tooltips and other forms of
online help – with enough time to experiment, plenty of ways
can be found to use this source of indexed data.
Further Reading and Resources

The following links should help you get started with the process
of documenting your own libraries and applications.
Doxygen can be obtained from the project’s Web site:
http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/
The latest version of Doxygen contains code to generate help
project and compressed help files as a result of work done on
the now-obsolete doxygen2qthelp tool, described in a Qt Labs
blog from earlier in the year:
http://labs.trolltech.com/blogs/2008/06/20/
A good place to start reading about the QtHelp module is its
page in the Qt documentation:
http://doc.trolltech.com/4.4/qthelp.html
The source code for the example described in this article can
be obtained from the Qt Quarterly Web site.
David Boddie is a Senior Technical Writer at
Nokia, Qt Software in Oslo, Norway. He has a
long-standing love/hate relationship with documentation tools and Web browsers.
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Qt on Mac OS X using Cocoa
With the release of Qt 4.5, there’s now an option to have
Qt use the Cocoa framework for running applications on
Mac OS X. The main advantages of this are the ability to
run 64-bit applications and the access to features unique
to Cocoa. In this article we examine the background
behind the change to Cocoa, show how to build Qt for your
specific needs, and look at new classes and features that
came out of the port.
In the Beginning…

When Qt was first being ported to the Macintosh,there were two
choices of libraries that could be used. One was Carbon that
was based on C and had some of its origins in the original Macintosh Toolbox APIs. It also had new features that were added
in Mac OS X 10.2. Another advantage with Carbon, like Win32
and X lib, is that it is made to be wrapped by another API. This
is what we did, and we were not alone. Companies like Adobe
and Microsoft also used Carbon to bring their applications to the
Mac OS X.
The other framework was Cocoa. Cocoa was an extension from the OPENSTEP API that came from NeXT. It used
Objective-C, an object-oriented extension to C which took much
inspiration from SmallTalk. While Carbon aimed at being a
toolkit that could be wrapped for application developers, Cocoa
aimed at providing the complete package. It was quite possible
to create a complete application using Cocoa, just as one can
with Qt. Since it was primarily a framework for writing applications, most developers just used Cocoa directly and did not really bother wrapping the API into something like C++.
To a large extent it did not matter too much which framework
you used. Although, as time went on, the newer technologies
that were introduced were only available with an Objective-C
interface, but could be integrated into a Carbon-based application. One example is the implementation of QSystemTrayIcon on
Mac OS X. It uses Cocoa’s NSStatusItem and was the first introduction of Objective-C into Qt.
At the 2006 WWDC, Apple promised to include 64-bit versions of all their frameworks for their next version of the Mac
OS X 10.5 “Leopard”.We got to work making Qt use the correct
APIs for the 64-bit version. This meant moving the cursors and
sound over to the Objective-C equivalents, but we had a largely working 64-bit version of Qt by the time of the 2007 WWDC.
However, it was announced that Carbon would not be 64-bit.
Cocoa was going to be the way forward for 64-bit applications.
After spending some time soul searching, we began work
on creating a version of Qt using Cocoa. After spending about
one year on the project and leaning some of the ins and outs of
Objective-C and bending the Cocoa framework to our purposes, the Cocoa port is now part of Qt 4.5.
Building Qt with Cocoa

Because of various compatibility reasons, Qt does not use
Cocoa by default nor does it build for 64-bit architectures. You
can easily control this when you are building Qt for the first time
by using the configure script.
You can configure Qt to build for 64-bit architectures by passing the architectures on the command line. For example, the following command line will build for all the architectures that Mac
OS X runs on:
configure -arch x86 -arch ppc -arch x86_64 -arch ppc64
This will use Carbon for the 32-bit architectures (i386 and PowerPC), while using Cocoa for the 64-bit architectures (x86_64
and PowerPC64).

Of course, it might be easier to have everything using the
Cocoa framework. You can enforce this behavior by passing
-cocoa on the command-line.If you do use Cocoa for both 32-bit
and 64-bit, there are some requirements that your application
will have to follow. These are:
• Require Leopard. There are objects and methods we use in
the Cocoa port that are only in Mac OS X 10.5.
• No Qt3Support. In order to get the Cocoa port done quickly,
we determined that it was better to forego the Qt3Support library and functions. Your application will have to use straight
Qt 4 APIs.
• Build Qt as a framework. Cocoa requires us to load a NIB file
(loosely analogous to a Qt .ui file) to have proper support for
the global menu bar. The easiest way to solve this problem is
to put the NIB in the framework bundle and not copy it to all
the different Qt applications.
Historically, one of the main reasons for having static Qt libraries is to make deployment easier. We have addressed this
by adding the macdeployqt tool in Qt 4.5, which should greatly
simplify the deployment process.
Better Integration

Since we were porting to the a new framework, we also took
some time to address issues that developers came across
when using Qt for Mac OS X. Among other fixes, it includes
better integration with the native run loop and makes it easier
to use sheets in applications. These changes work regardless
of whether you are using Carbon or Cocoa.
The main reason for better integrating into the native run loop
was to make it easier for developers that use Qt to write plugins,
like Audio Units, for other applications. Qt has its own set of internal events that it sends to inform widgets of state changes.
These events are posted to a queue and then dispatched
by calling QCoreApplication::sendPostedEvents(). Normally, this
happens as part of a run of the event dispatcher when it processes events. However, when Qt is not the main controller of
an application,a situation that happens often when writing plugins, sometimes the Qt event dispatcher is not run and no posted events are sent. While this may not initially be a problem, it
can rear its head later when screen updates do not happen or
layouts are not recalculated.
For Qt 4.5, we made the posted events a native run loop
source. This means that the posted Qt events are dispatched
just as other events like notifications from sockets or mouse
events. The upshot is that it does not matter who is controlling
the event loop: Qt, Carbon, or Cocoa. All of Qt’s posted events
will get dispatched promptly.
It has always been possible to use sheets with Qt, however,
as shown in Qt Quarterly 18, they do require some legerdemain
to use them correctly. Even internally, Qt would not use sheets
correctly for file and print dialogs. While it is straight forward to
do correctly once you are used to it, the whole process could
be simplified.
The solution was to add a new function to QDialog, open().
When calling open(), the dialog will be run as window modal on
the parent. On Mac OS X, this means that you will get a sheet.
We have also extended Qt’s built-in dialogs to work with this
mechanism as well and you can now instantiate a QFileDialog
and get a native dialog that will work as either a sheet or a normal dialog depending on what method you call. This also allows
you to have “live update” style dialogs by just showing the dialog.
The whole new version of the dialog stuff is interesting and
probably deserves its own article, so look for it in an upcoming
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version of Qt. A side effect of the new dialog and better integration with the event loop also meant that it was possible to get a
native font dialog on Mac OS X.
New Classes

Along with having better integration with the native event loops,
we also decided to make it easier to put Cocoa-based views
into Qt hierarchies and to put Qt-based widgets into non-Qt hierarchies. This is accomplished with the QMacCocoaViewContainer and QMacNativeWidget classes. These classes are not what
you would reach for when writing a cross-platform application,
but it might be just what the doctor ordered for projects that are
plugins for third-party applications, or when adding some Macspecific technology into an application targeted at Mac OS X.
QMacCocoaViewContainer
The first class does the same tricks that were outlined in Qt
Quarterly 20 for HIViews,except that it works instead for Cocoa
views (NSView pointers). It also has the benefit that it can be
used by Qt if it’s running in Cocoa or Carbon, though it requires
Leopard to be able to work with Carbon.
While you can certainly use QMacCocoaViewContainer on its
own, the typical way to use it is to subclass it so that you can
more easily translate events between Qt and the ObjectiveC of the view that you are wrapping. The animation-example source code that accompanies this article shows an example of this pattern. It starts by taking the main animation view from the CocoaSlides sample code available from
Apple (http://developer.apple.com/samplecode/CocoaSlides/),
putting it into a complete Qt hierarchy, and hooking up signals
from Qt controls to the slots in the QCocoaViewContainer subclass.
Here is the layout of the class that does the majority of the work,
AssetController.
class AssetController
: public QMacCocoaViewContainer
{
Q_OBJECT
public:
enum AnimationPath { Circular, Loop,
Scatter, Wrapped };
AssetController(QWidget *parent);
~AssetController();
public slots:
void browseForDefaultSlides();
void browseForSlides(const QString &patch);
void performAnimation(AnimationPath path);
void setDuration(qreal newDuration);
void setCycleInterval(qreal interval);
void performDefaultAnimation();
void setSlidesHaveShadows(bool shadow);
void setUsesQuartzCompositionBackground(bool);
private:
AssetCollection *assetCollection;
AssetCollectionView *assetCollectionView;
};
The AssetController is simply a subclass of QMacCocoaViewContainer that contains pointers to the both the model (AssetCollection) and view (AssetCollectionView). Since Cocoa uses the
model-view-controller pattern, this is standard practice. The
slots that are declared are simply a pass-through to the underlying methods of the view or controller. However, since they are
now Qt slots, they can be connected to Qt signals.
AssetController::AssetController(QWidget *parent)
: QMacCocoaViewContainer(0, parent)
{
assetCollectionView = [[AssetCollectionView alloc]
initWithFrame:NSMakeRect(0, 0, 100, 100)];
setCocoaView(assetCollectionView);
...
}
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The constructor is straight forward. Since we are creating our
own Cocoa view to contain, we initially pass no view to our
base class, but instead allocate and initialize our AssetCollectionView and then pass that to setCocoaView() to set up the
“containment”. Cocoa is a very reference counting oriented
framework, so it is worth noting that setCocoaView() will retain a
reference to the view that it is passed and release it if another
view is set or it is destroyed.Since the AssetController subclass
also needs to access the pointer it just allocated, it does not release its access to it.
void AssetController::browseForSlides(const QString
&qpath)
{
[assetCollectionView setWantsLayer:YES];
NSString *path = [NSString stringWithCharacters:(
const unichar *)qpath.data() length:qpath.length()];
assetCollection = [[AssetCollection alloc]
initWithRootURL:[NSURL fileURLWithPath:path]];
[assetCollectionView
setAssetCollection:assetCollection];
[assetCollection startRefresh];
}
void AssetController::performAnimation(AnimationPath path)
{
[assetCollectionView setSubviewsLayoutType:path];
}
void AssetController::setSlidesHaveShadows(bool shadow)
{
[assetCollectionView setSlidesHaveShadows:shadow];
}
The following methods show how simple it is to just pass the
information along to the Cocoa classes that we are wrapping.
For example, when browsing for slides, we know that both
QString and NSString contain 16-bit Unicode characters, so it is
a simple matter to create a copy of the contents of a QString to
put in a NSString or vice-versa. We could create a shallow copy
(i.e., only copy the pointer), but it’s safer to make a copy if we
aren’t sure how the string is going to be used.
Of course, using the Cocoa port it is possible to use Core
Animation directly on your Qt widgets. Simply cast the value returned by winId() to a NSView pointer and you can then use any
of the Cocoa APIs on the widget, including building complex
transitions using Core Animation or Core Image filters.
QMacNativeWidget
QMacNativeWidget works on bridging a conceptual difference between Qt and the other Mac OS X frameworks. Qt makes no
distinction between the widgets that are top-level (i.e., windows)
and the controls and views inside a window, while both Carbon
and Cocoa do make the distinction.As long as a developer uses
Qt windows and Qt controls,it really does not matter.Where this
can become problematic is a developer wants to put a Qt widget
inside of a window they do not own. Things will stop working at
this point since Qt has a strong parent-child relationship which
makes it difficult for a widget to exist on its own without a parent
window. While this is not a standard practice for application development, it is sometimes necessary when writing plugins for
third party applications.
QMacNativeWidget works by pretending that it’s a window to all
the Qt widgets, while still pretending to be a normal view to all
the Carbon or Cocoa methods. This means that Qt will function
correctly, and it means that it is no longer necessary to wrap
the entire hierarchy of the window to have a single Qt widget in
it. You can also move the native widget to other windows with
little problem.
After instantiating QMacNativeWidget, one uses it like you
would any other QWidget, creating layouts and child widgets. It
does require the developer to know a fair bit about how Carbon
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or Cocoa works because the developer will be working directly
with the frameworks to add the widget into “raw” windows or
view hierarchies instead of dealing with Qt.

Qt News
Last Chance to Pimp Your Widgets

31December 2008 is the final deadline for entries in the Pimp My Widgets developer contest in which Qt
developers “pimp” widgets and simple applications from several categories for a chance to win the grand
prize of a Segway i2 Personal
Transporter, or one of three Nokia
N810 Internet Tablets.
Developers looking for a more memorable visual reminder
should take a look at this YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NJ01NVclkk
Qt Centre Contest Winners Announced

Included on the website is some example code for putting a
button into a Cocoa or Carbon window. One thing that can be
taken from the code is the QT_MAC_USE_COCOA macro, which is
defined whenever you are using the Cocoa port.
Conclusion

We’ve seen the reasons for creating a Cocoa port for Mac OS
X and the advances that have come out of the changes. We’ve
also seen new ways of using dialogs and some specific classes
that can be useful when needing to combine Qt with other
Mac OS X applications and libraries. We hope that you will find
writing your application in Qt using Cocoa to be as fun and easy
as writing it on any other platform!
Trenton Schulz is a Senior Software Engineer at Qt Software in Oslo. He is happy to be back writing for Qt Quarterly after
slaving away getting the Qt Cocoa port into
shape and getting his Masters degree.

New Support for 64-bit Qt Apps on Apple’s Cocoa

At the end of November,QtCentre announced the winners of its
annual programming contest. With prizes including phones and
laptops, competition for the top places was fierce and inspired
some innovative entries, though the diversity of the submitted
applications made it a little difficult for the judges to choose the
winning projects.
Overall, the judges were impressed by the standard of entries. The full announcement and a list of winners can be found
on the QtCentre Web site:
http://www.qtcentre.org/component/qtcentrefrontpage/?task=view&id=111
New Open Source Showcase

A new section of the Qt Software Web site has been opened
to showcase the use of Qt in Free and Open Source Software
applications, complementing an existing library of success
stories for customer and partner projects.
http://trolltech.com/qt-in-use#qt-in-open-source
New Qt for S60 Preview Release

It’s been two months since the last pre-release of Qt for S60
and the developers have been busy. The latest “Temple” pre-release features improvements to the QtCore, QtGui, QtNetwork
and QtText modules already available and adds the QtScript,
QtSvg and QtXml modules.

Continuing the tradition of insulating Qt developers from
platform-specific changes,Qt 4.5 will allow Qt users to step
up to the new Cocoa Framework – with little more than a
recompile – to take advantage of 64-bit architecture for
maximum application performance and gain better access
to new Mac OS X features introduced in Cocoa.
With these changes, Qt 4.5 aims to:
• Improve the runtime performance of Qt-based applications.
• Allow users to realize the full potential of WebKit.
• Future-proof Qt users’ investments on the Mac platform
with added 64-bit support.
More information can be found on the Qt 4.5 online preview page:
http://www.trolltech.com/developer/preview-qt-4.5

Packages are currently available for commercial licensees and
are distributed under a preview license agreement. They can
be downloaded from the following location:
http://s60prereleases@pepper.troll.no/s60prereleases/
As always, the developers welcome your feedback. You can
join a special mailing list for the S60 port by sending a mail
to qts60-feedback-request@trolltech.com or join the Nokia
Forum for this project:
http://discussion.forum.nokia.com/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=196
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